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ABSTRACT
The aim of the present work is to study structure and gas kinematics in the pho-
todissociation regions (PDRs) around the compact H ii regions S235 A and S235 C.
We observe the [C ii], [13C ii] and [O i] line emission, using SOFIA/upGREAT and
complement them by data of HCO+ and CO. We use the [13C ii] line to measure the
optical depth of the [C ii] emission, and find that the [C ii] line profiles are influenced
by self-absorption, while the [13C ii] line remains unaffected by these effects. Hence, for
dense PDRs, [13C ii] emission is a better tracer of gas kinematics. The optical depth of
the [C ii] line is up to 10 in S235 A. We find an expanding motion of the [C ii]-emitting
layer of the PDRs into the front molecular layer in both regions. Comparison of the
gas and dust columns shows that gas components visible neither in the [C ii] nor in
low-J CO lines may contribute to the total column across S235 A. We test whether the
observed properties of the PDRs match the predictions of spherical models of expand-
ing H ii region + PDR + molecular cloud. Integrated intensities of the [13C ii], [C ii]
and [O i] lines are well-represented by the model, but the models do not reproduce
the double-peaked [C ii] line profiles due to an insufficient column density of C+. The
model predicts that the [O i] line could be a more reliable tracer of gas kinematics,
but the foreground self-absorbing material does not allow using it in the considered
regions.
Key words: H ii regions – photodissociation region (PDR) – ISM: kinematics and
dynamics – line: profiles – radiative transfer – infrared: ISM
1 INTRODUCTION
Massive O and B-stars reveal the places of their birth by
powerful UV radiation. The stellar UV photons illuminate
and heat the surrounding gas up to thousands of Kelvin. UV
? E-mail: kirsanova@inasan.ru
photons from the massive stars ionize hydrogen atoms and
lead to the formation of H ii regions (e.g. Stro¨mgren 1939;
Kahn 1954, and many others). The H ii regions continue to
grow in size, driven by the difference of the thermal pres-
sure between the hot ionized and the cold neutral gas (see
Mathews 1965; Spitzer 1978, and many others). Shock waves
accompany the expansion and move ahead of the ioniza-
© 2019 The Authors
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tion front into the neutral surrounding material. The shock
compresses the neutral gas and collects it in a dense neu-
tral shell (see simulations by Tenorio-Tagle 1979; Beltram-
etti et al. 1982; Franco et al. 1990; Garcia-Segura & Franco
1996; Hosokawa & Inutsuka 2006; Krumholz et al. 2007; Kir-
sanova et al. 2009; Raga et al. 2012; Tremblin et al. 2014;
Bisbas et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2018). A photodissocia-
tion region (PDR) is formed between the hot ionized and
cold molecular material compressed by the shock (e.g. Tie-
lens & Hollenbach 1985a,b; Tielens et al. 1993; Sternberg &
Dalgarno 1995; Hollenbach & Tielens 1999; Le Petit et al.
2006; Ro¨llig et al. 2007; Bron et al. 2018). In spite of the
long research history, direct observations of the expansion
of the compressed PDR material are still missing, while it
has been suggested in works by Go´mez et al. (2010); Dehar-
veng & Zavagno (2011); Pilleri et al. (2012); Torres-Flores
et al. (2013); Schneider et al. (2018); Mookerjea et al. (2019);
Pabst et al. (2019); Sitnik et al. (2019).
The PDRs around H ii regions often appear as ring-like
or arc structures in 8 µm Spitzer and 12 µm WISE images
due to emission from bending/stretching modes of PAHs
excited by the UV radiation, and also in Herschel images
at longer wavelengths due to thermal emission from heated
dust grains (e.g. Deharveng et al. 2005; Churchwell et al.
2006, 2007; Watson et al. 2009; Deharveng et al. 2010; An-
derson et al. 2012; Topchieva et al. 2017). Several thousand
PDRs have been identified thanks to the space-based sur-
veys, but the PAH or dust emission does not carry any infor-
mation about their velocity structure. Moreover, the dust is
not directly coupled to the gas, and, in general, gas and dust
temperatures differ. The gas cooling occurs predominantly
through fine-structure lines of [O i] at 63 µm (hot and dense
has) and [C ii] at 158 µm (warm and less dense gas with tem-
perature ≤ 200 K and density of the order 100-1000 cm−3)
(see e. g. Tielens & Hollenbach 1985a; Hollenbach & Tielens
1999; Ro¨llig et al. 2006). Only observations of these spec-
tral lines, obtained with high spectral resolution, allow us to
trace gas kinematics and the physical conditions of the gas
in the emitting region.
The neutral molecular shells around extended H ii re-
gions are non-uniform and clumpy, so it is difficult, if ever
possible, to detect the expansion of H ii regions as a whole
using position-velocity (pv) diagrams (e. g. Dirienzo et al.
2012; Anderson et al. 2015; Deharveng et al. 2015; Trevin˜o-
Morales et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016; Anderson et al. 2019;
Kirsanova et al. 2019b). Common manifestations of inho-
mogeneous structure near H ii regions are ‘pillars’, which
result when the clumpy medium is carved by the UV radi-
ation of hot stars (see e. g. Smith et al. 2010; Flagey et al.
2011; Benaglia et al. 2013; Panwar et al. 2019). Moreover,
according to theoretical expectations, the expansion veloc-
ity (Vexp) of extended H ii regions embedded in molecular
clouds is ∼ 1 km s−1 with an age about 0.5–1 Myr (see simu-
lations in Hosokawa & Inutsuka 2006; Kim et al. 2016; Zav-
agno et al. 2007; Kirsanova et al. 2009; Akimkin et al. 2015,
2017), which is less than the typical velocity dispersions ob-
served in molecular gas in high-mass star-forming regions. In
this case, implicit approaches may help. For example, multi-
wavelength observations allowed Lopez et al. (2014) to es-
timate the gas pressure exerted on the surrounding neutral
gas shells from the ionized gas and conclude that thermal
pressure from the ionized gas dominates the expansion of
the shells, rather than pressure from stellar wind or from
dust grains accelerated by radiation pressure from the ion-
izing stars. Direct estimation of Vexp from the pv diagrams
can also support this conclusion, as was recently shown by
Pabst et al. (2019) for a wind-blown bubble.
The best candidates to search for observational signa-
tures of the expansion are embedded compact H ii regions.
The simulations mentioned above predict that Vexp is higher
for younger compact H ii regions. Moreover, small compact
H ii regions might have geometries that are closer to spher-
ical, because at small radii they have a lower chance of in-
teracting with density fluctuations in the surrounding ISM,
resulting in a more uniform expansion in all directions.
The aim of the present work is to study the geometry
and gas kinematics in the PDRs around two compact H ii re-
gions, and test whether their observed properties match the
predictions of spherical models. We present observations of
the [C ii] and [O i] emission from PDRs, complemented by
data of molecular line emission from the surrounding na-
tal molecular cloud. We use the [13C ii] line to measure the
optical depth of the [C ii] emission to study why the line pro-
files of the latter line are double-peaked: due to high optical
depth or gas kinematics. Recent studies (e.g. Graf et al. 2012;
Ossenkopf et al. 2015; Mookerjea et al. 2018, 2019; Okada
et al. 2019; Guevara et al. 2020) have shown that the [C ii]
lines can be optically thick in dense PDRs.
Anderson et al. (2019) examined the radial velocities
of the [C ii] line in the extended H ii region Sh2-235 (S235
hereafter). The velocities coincide with the 13CO(2–1) and
carbon radio recombination lines (RRLs), but differ from
the hydrogen RRLs and the fine-structure [N ii] at 205 µm
by up to 4 km s−1. The ionized gas in S235 escapes from
the parent molecular cloud and surrounding PDR to the ob-
server because of the absence of foreground dense material.
There are two compact H ii regions, S235 A and S235 C, in
the same molecular cloud, also mapped in [C ii] by Anderson
et al. (2019). The velocity difference between the hydrogen
RRLs and the 13CO(2–1) lines appears to be insignificant
there, so we expect that these compact H ii regions might
have geometries that are closer to spherical.
2 TARGET REGIONS
The compact H ii regions S235 A and S235 C are located
8′ south of S235 (see Fig. 1 in the work by Anderson et al.
(2019) to find a large-scale view S235 and the surrounding
regions)]. All of the H ii regions in the area are embedded
in the same giant molecular cloud, G174+2.5 (Evans et al.
1981; Heyer et al. 1996; Kirsanova et al. 2014; Bieging et al.
2016; Ladeyschikov et al. 2016). For the distance to the H ii
regions, we adopt a value of 1.6 kpc from the maser par-
allax measurements by Burns et al. (2015), who obtained
1.56+0.09−0.08 kpc. Consequently, 10
′′ in our observations trans-
late into a physical scale of 0.08 pc. We also checked the pos-
sibility of using GAIA DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016,
2018) parallax measurements, in combination with the cat-
alog of inferred distances to GAIA sources by Bailer-Jones
et al. (2018) and found that the astrometric solutions for the
ionizing stars in S235 A and C are poor. For example, the
Renormalised Unit Weight Error (RUWE; see Gaia techni-
cal note GAIA-C3-TN-LU-LL-124-01), which characterizes
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Table 1. Bright point sources on the Spitzer 3.6 µm image in the
area of S235 A and S235 C. References: 1Chavarr´ıa et al. (2014),
2this work, 3Dewangan & Anandarao (2011), 4Thompson et al.
(1983), 5Boley et al. (2009), 6Gyulbudaghian et al. (1978).
Source α(J2000.0), δ(J2000.0) type
(h m s), (◦ ′ ′′)
S235 A? 5 40 52.58, +35 42 18.61 B0.54
S235 A-2? 5 40 53.39, +35 42 07.12 Class I YSO3
S235 B? 5 40 52.39, +35 41 29.41 Herbig Be (B1Ve)5
S235 C? 5 40 51.41, +35 38 30.01 B3-B0.34
the quality of the astrometric data, is greater than 1.3 for
both sources. Due to the relative faintness of stars in the re-
gion (G = 18−20 mag), the corresponding large uncertainties
in the GAIA parallaxes do not allow for a reliable distance
determination.
Using infrared spectroscopy, Thompson et al. (1983)
found that the ionizing star in S235 A (which is also known
as IRS 3 source in the work by Evans et al. 1981) has spec-
tral type of B0.5, and showed that the star is nearly on the
Zero-Age Main Sequence. They measured a visual extinction
AV ≈ 10 mag in S235 A. Thompson et al. (1983), and later
Felli et al. (2004), determined the luminosity of the ionizing
star in S235 A to be L∗ = 1.1×104 L. For the ionizing star in
S235 C Thompson et al. (1983) found L∗ = (0.8−1.2)×104 L
and a spectral type from B3 to B0.3. According to the cal-
ibration tables from Smith et al. (2002); Pecaut & Mama-
jek (2013), these luminosities correspond to stellar effective
temperatures in the range Teff=25000–30000 K.
There are four bright point-source objects in the 3.6 µm
Spitzer image in the area around S235 A and S235 C. Their
coordinates are given in Table 1. The sources S235 A? and
S235 C? are the ionizing stars of the corresponding H ii re-
gions (see also Felli et al. 1997; Chavarr´ıa et al. 2014; Bieging
et al. 2016). S235 B is a reflection nebula near a Herbig Be-
type star S235B? (Boley et al. 2009). S235 A-2? is projected
on a PDR to the south-east of S235 A? and visible in K band
continuum emission (e.g. Felli et al. 1997; Klein et al. 2005).
Glushkov et al. (1975) determined the electron density
(ne) in S235 A using optical spectroscopy of [S ii] lines and
found ne at selected positions on the order of 103−104 cm−3,
as well as a non-uniform distribution of AV between 6 and
12 mag. Israel & Felli (1978) determined size (S) and ne of
the H ii regions using aperture synthesis observations at 5.0
and 1.4 GHz. They found S = 0.28 and 0.34 pc for S235 A
and S235 C, and ne= 103 cm−3 and 4 × 102 cm−3 for S235 A
and S235 C, respectively. Felli et al. (1997) obtained an im-
age of Brγ emission in S235 A and found a brightness dis-
tribution consisting of two spots, with the ionizing star sit-
uated between them. Visual inspection of the 3.6 µm image,
shown in Fig. 1, gives a projected distance of 0.17-0.20 pc
from the ionizing stars in S235 A and S235 C, respectively,
to the bright arcs delineating the PDRs from the east and
south-east side, and a maximum of about 0.3 pc for the west
side of S235 C.
3 OBSERVATIONAL DATA
3.1 SOFIA C II, 13C II and O I observations
SOFIA/upGREAT1 mapping observations of the [C ii]
158 µm line were done in 2016-2017 and are described by
Anderson et al. (2019). The typical noise level of that data
is 5 K at 0.385 km s−1 resolution on a Tmb scale. This noise
level only allowed for a tentative detection of the [13C ii] line.
For a reliable detection, deep integrations were performed
towards three positions in guaranteed time on November 21
and 23, 2018, Project-ID 83 0624. For these integrations we
chose positions where the [C ii] line showed some double peak
structure, to find out whether that structure is reproduced
in [13C ii]. The center of the upGREAT Low-Frequency Ar-
ray (LFA) was pointed towards α1(J2000.0) = 05h40m53.s17s,
δ1(J2000.0) = +35◦42′11.′′03, and α2(J2000.0) = 05h40m42.s14s,
δ2(J2000.0) = +35◦41′56.′′99 in S235 A and towards the
peak of the [C ii] emission at α(J2000.0) = 05h40m52.s09s
and δ(J2000.0) = +35◦38′37.′′03 in S235 C. The signal was
integrated for 115 s at each position. While the detection
of [13C ii] was the main goal of these observations, the
[O i] 63 µm line was observed simultaneously with the High-
Frequency Array (HFA) as a side-product. Because of the
different footprints of the two arrays on the sky, only the
central positions match, so that we can compare the [O i]
data with the [13C ii] data only for the central pixels.
The data were calibrated by the standard GREAT
pipeline (Guan et al. 2012) to convert the observed counts
to the main beam temperature (Tmb) using a main beam
efficiency of ηmb = 0.68 for [13C ii] and ηmb = 0.7 for
[O i]. For [13C ii] both polarizations were averaged. We sub-
tracted linear baselines and spectrally resampled the data
to 0.192 km s−1 channel width for [13C ii] and 0.14 km s−1
for [O i]. The spatial resolution of the [13C ii] data is 14.6′′,
while the spatial resolution of the [O i] data is 5.9′′. The
sensitivity varies slightly between the individual pixels of
the arrays, leading to noise levels of 0.25 K for the best pix-
els of the LFA and 0.45 K for the worst pixel and noise levels
of 0.5 K for the central pixel of the HFA. The [C ii] line was
always detected simultaneously with [13C ii] with the same
noise level at the same positions.
From the [C ii] and [13C ii] lines we calculate the op-
tical depth of the [C ii] line (τC+) under assumption of the
same excitation temperature Tex for both transitions. With
the carbon atomic abundance ratio r = 12C/13C = 80 (Wil-
son 1999), used in studies of the G174+2.5 giant molecular
cloud, situated in the external Perseus spiral arm by e.g.
Bieging et al. (2016); Kirsanova et al. (2017), we obtain τC+
from the line intensity ratio in the each velocity channel
where the intensities of both lines are higher than 3σ of the
noise:
Tmb[13CII]
Tmb[CII]
=
1 − exp(−τC+/r)
1 − exp(−τC+ )
≈ τC+/r
1 − exp(−τC+ )
(1)
The value of Tmb[13CII] is a weighted sum over three
1 GREAT is a development by the MPI fu¨r Radioastronomie and
the KOSMA / Universita¨t zu Ko¨ln, in cooperation with the MPI
fu¨r Sonnensystemforschung and the DLR Institut fu¨r Planeten-
forschung
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hyper-fine components. Fractionation effects that would
change the abundance ratio r are not expected for the high
densities of our sources (Ro¨llig & Ossenkopf 2013). To con-
vert the optical depth into a column density of C+, we need
to know the excitation temperature. For those velocity chan-
nels where we can determine τC+ , we use the radiation trans-
fer equation:
Tmb = (Jν(Tex) − Jν(Tbg))(1 − exp(−τC+ )) (K), (2)
there Jν(T) = (hν/k)/(exp( hνkT ) − 1). The background can
be ignored at 1.9 THz, so that Jν(Tbg) ≈ 0. With Tex the value
of NC+ can be calculated for each velocity channel according
to Eq. 3 from Ossenkopf et al. (2013):
NC+ = 1.4 × 1017 1 + 2exp(−91.2K/Tex)1 − exp(−91.2K/Tex)
∫
τC+dv (cm−2), (3)
for dv in km s−1.
For the velocity channels where [13C ii] was not detected
above the 3σ level, we treat the [C ii] emission as optically
thin and apply Eqs. 1 and 2 from Ossenkopf et al. (2013):
NC+ =
8pikν2
hc3A
1 + 2exp(−91.2K/〈Tex〉)
2exp(−91.2K/〈Tex〉)
∫
Tmb[CII]dv (cm−2),
(4)
assuming that the average of the excitation temperatures
〈Tex〉 calculated over the channels with a [13C ii] detection
also applies to the optically thin channels. A = 2.3 × 10−6 is
the Einstein-A coefficient and dv is in cm s−1. Summation
over optically thin and thick channels gives the total C+ col-
umn density in the every observed position. The uncertain-
ties of NC+ were estimated using standard error propagation.
3.2 SMT HCO+(3–2) observations
We use previously unpublished observations of the HCO+(3–
2) emission at 267 GHz made with the 10m Heinrich Hertz
Submillimeter Telescope telescope taken on April 21, 2009
(S235 A and B region) and May 5, 2009 (S235C). The obser-
vations were made in the on-the-fly (OTF) observing mode,
where the telescope scans continuously in a raster pattern
with spectra sampled every 0.1 second. For these maps, the
scan rate was 5′′ per second, and the spectra were binned by
4 samples, for an effective sample spacing of 2′′. The scan
direction was along Right Ascension and the row spacing
was 5′′. The telescope resolution is 28′′ (FWHM), so the
maps are well-sampled in both coordinates. The map size
for the S235AB region was 3.5′×3.5′ centered at α(J2000.0) =
05h40m51.94.s and δ(J2000.0) = +35◦41′35.′′49. The map of the
S235C region was 3′×3′ centered at α(J2000.0) = 05h40m52.5.s
and δ(J2000.0) = +35◦38′24.′′. The receiver was the sideband-
separating mixer system as described in Bieging et al.
(2016), with sideband separations of about 15 dB, which
provides excellent intensity calibration using the standard
method (see Bieging et al. 2016). Typical system tempera-
tures were 280 – 300 K (SSB). The spectrometer was a filter-
bank with 128 channels of 250 kHz filter width and channel
spacing, giving a velocity resolution for the HCO+ J = 3 − 2
line of 0.281 km s−1 covering 36 km s−1 total bandwidth.
Typical rms noise levels in each spectrometer channel were
about 0.2 K.
As we do not have H13CO+(3–2) line observations in
the same region and can not estimate the optical depth of
the HCO+(3–2) line, we stick to an LTE approach and the
optically thin approximation to calculate the HCO+ column
density (N(HCO+)) in cm−2 with Eq. 80 from Mangum &
Shirley (2015) assuming a beam filling factor f = 1:
N =
3hQrot
8pi3µ2Sgu
×
exp
(
Eu
kTex
)
exp
(
hν
kTex
)
− 1
× W
Jν(Tex) − Jν(Tbg)
(cm−2),
(5)
where W =
∫
Tmbdv/ f is the integrated intensity of the emis-
sion in K km s−1. The rotational partition function Qrot can
be approximated as Qrot ∼ kTexhB + 13 . For HCO+(3–2) the ro-
tational angular momentum constant is B0 = 44590 MHz,
the dipole moment is µ = 3.9 Debye, the energy of the
upper state Ju = 3 divided by Boltzmann constant is k:
Eu/k = 25.7 K, S = J
2
u−K2u
Ju(2Ju+1) , gu = 2Ju + 1, Ku = 0. Bieging
et al. (2016) showed that the bulk of the molecular CO gas in
the S235 complex has Tex of about 20 K, so we use the same
value to calculate N(HCO+). We note that the actual excita-
tion temperature of the HCO+(3–2) line is probably higher
as this line most likely arises partially in the warm PDR
(see below our model predictions for S235 A and S235 C in
Sec. 6). Therefore, the provided map of the N(HCO+) distri-
bution gives probably a lower limit only.
3.3 Archival CO and 13CO data
We use CO(2–1) and 13CO(2–1) data from Bieging et al.
(2016) to calculate the CO column density in the same di-
rections where we have [C ii] and [13C ii] data. The spatial
resolution of the CO data is 38′′ and the spectral resolution
of the data is 0.3 km s−1.
The column density of CO molecules (N(CO)) is cal-
culated with the same channel-by-channel procedure as for
the [C ii] and [13C ii] lines. To obtain CO optical depth (τCO)
we use Eq. 1 for the CO(2–1) and 13CO(2–1) line intensi-
ties in the each velocity channel and with the same car-
bon atomic abundance ratio r = 80 and then determine Tex
value with the analog of equation 2. Using Eq. 5 with Tmb of
the CO(2–1) line and following constants: B0 = 55101 MHz,
µ = 0.11 Debye, Eu/k = 16.6 K, we calculate N(CO) in the
optically thin approximation N thinCO for the each channel, and
then correct it using the optical depth correction factor in-
troduced by Frerking et al. (1982), see also Goldsmith &
Langer (1999):
NCO = N
thin
CO
τCO
1 − exp(−τCO)
(cm−2). (6)
For the velocity channels where 13CO(2–1) line intensity
is not higher than 3σ of the noise we use 〈Tex〉 averaged over
the optically thick channels and Eq. 5 to calculate N(CO).
The uncertainties of NCO were estimated using standard er-
ror propagation formulae.
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3.4 Archival continuum data
In order to determine the dust column density from the con-
tinuum spectral energy distributions we collected data from
two different instruments. First, archival maps of continuum
emission from the Bolocam galactic plane survey (BGPS)
were downloaded2. We use the SHARC-II maps at 350 µm
(Merello et al. 2015) and the BGPS v2.1 data at 1.1 mm
(Ginsburg et al. 2013) without additional manual reduction.
The spatial resolution of the BGPS data is 8.5′′ and 33′′ for
350 µm and 1.1 mm, respectively. The SHARC-II camera
has 2.59′×0.97′ field of view but is not sensitive to extended
emission on scales larger than ≈ 1′. For S235 A and S235 C
this corresponds to about 0.5 pc.
Second, we use SCUBA-2 data at 450 and 850 µm down-
loaded from the JCMT Science Archive3, taken as part of the
SCUBA-2 Ambitious Sky Survey (SASSy) (Thompson et al.
2007; Nettke et al. 2017). The spatial resolution of the data
is ≈ 9 and 14′′, respectively. The SCUBA-2 camera covers a
45′2 field of view (Holland et al. 2013). We manually reduced
the SCUBA-2 data using the 2018A release of Starlink (Cur-
rie et al. 2014) and versions 1.6.1 of the SMURF (Chapin
et al. 2013) and 2.5-8 of the KAPPA packages through the
ORAC-DR (Cavanagh et al. 2008) pipeline.
All continuum data were smoothed to the resolution of
33′′ provided by the Bolocam data on a common grid. The
maps from SCUBA-2 and SHARC-II showed some large-
scale negative flux values with a magnitude above the in-
dicated flux errors. These probably stem from the removal
of large-scale emission in the chopping observations. We re-
moved those negative values by adding a constant flux to
the maps so that no large-scale negative features above the
indicated calibration uncertainty remained. This required
adding 1.9 mJy/arcsec2 at 350 µm, 5.0 mJy/arcsec2 at
450 µm, and 0.1 mJy/arcsec2 at 850 µm. We added those
offsets to the uncertainties in the fitting. The resulting maps
then showed typical fluxes around zero outside of S235 AB
and S235 C.
The four maps were fitted by a grey-body SED fit us-
ing an emissivity law of κ = κ250(λ/250 µm)−β with κ250 =
2.16 × 10−25 cm−2 per hydrogen proton and β = 1.8 (Ju-
vela et al. 2015). To convert the hydrogen column density
obtained from the dust emission maps or from CO emis-
sion maps into an equivalent visual extinction AV, measured
in magnitudes, we use the standard ratio of 1.87 × 1021 H-
protons per cm−2/AV from Bohlin et al. (1978). Variations
of β have little impact on the derived column density as the
main constraints stems from the long-wavelength data. The
temperature fit was constrained to values of at least 9 K,
a typical value outside of the sources. This excludes col-
umn density spikes in regions with low fluxes due to noise
in the data. The uncertainties in the derived equivalent AV
from the fit fall well below 1 mag for all observed points in
S235 A and grow up to equivalent AV ≈ 2 mag for the two
most western points in S235 C.
2 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/BOLOCAM GPS/
3 http://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/jcmt/
4 OBSERVATIONAL VIEW OF THE PDRs
4.1 Spatial distribution of the line emission
The [C ii] 158 µm emission is detected in both H ii regions
as already reported by Anderson et al. (2019). The map of
the [C ii] 158 µm integrated line emission is shown in Fig. 1.
Peak of the [C ii] emission is shifted by about 10′′ to the
north-west of the ionizing star in S235 A, corresponding to
the physical distance of 0.08 pc, while the emission peak
coincides with the ionizing star position in S235 C. Both
S235 A and S235 C have elliptical shapes in the [C ii] im-
ages, with an axis ratio ≈ 0.8. S235 C also shows a diffuse
tail extending to the north-west. The orientation and size
of the [C ii] ellipsoids are similar to the 3.6 µm Spitzer arc-
like images of the objects shown in the Fig. 1. There is no
enhancement of the [C ii] emission in the direction of the
stellar cluster which is situated between the H ii regions.
The spatial distribution of the HCO+(3–2) emission sig-
nificantly differs from [C ii]: molecular gas is concentrated in
the south and south-eastern part of S235 A and in the south-
eastern part of S235 C. There are no peaks of the HCO+(3–
2) emission in the north and north-western parts of the H ii
regions. The HCO+(3–2) peak around S235 A is situated be-
tween the point sources S235 A-2? and S235 B? and partially
following the bright shell-like emission at 3.6 µm (Fig. 1a).
The estimated angular size of the HCO+(3–2) cloud around
S235 A, calculated through the contour at 2 K km s−1, is
70′′×100′′ (0.5×0.8 pc) elongated in the north-south direc-
tion.
The [13C ii] spectra in 14 positions of S235 A and in 7
positions of S235 C are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. The major-
ity of the detected [13C ii] lines show a single-peak in con-
trast to the [C ii] lines which are mostly double-peaked. The
brightest [13C ii] line has Tmb= 4.7 K in S235 A at position
9 with (∆α,∆δ) =(–12′′,–15′′) while the integrated [13C ii]
intensities are the same in this position and near S235 A-
2? at position 6 with offset (∆α,∆δ) =(0′′,0′′). We have not
detected any [13C ii] with a signal-to-noise ratio S/N > 3
near S235 B? at position 7 with (∆α,∆δ) =(–7′′,–33′′). The
brightest [13C ii] line in the S235 C PDR has Tmb= 1.7 K
at position 6 with (∆α,∆δ) =(–16′′,27′′). The average inte-
grated and line peak intensities are shown in Table 3. These
values will be used in Sec. 5 as selection criteria for theoreti-
cal models. We note that the scatter in the [C ii] and [13C ii]
line intensities is significantly higher in S235 A. Parameters
of Gaussian fits to the [13C ii] line for each position are given
in Table 2.
Due to different array configurations at 63 and 158 µm,
the offsets of the [O i] spectra are different from the [13C ii]
offsets except for the central pixel positions. Fig. 4 shows the
[O i] spectra, concentrated in a more compact area compared
to the [13C ii] spectra. The maximum detected intensity of
the [O i] emission has Tmb ≈ 45 K south of S235 A?. The
maximum of the [O i] emission has Tmb ≈ 13 K in S235 C
south-east of the ionizing star. The [O i] lines have double-
peaked profiles which seems to be a common feature in mas-
sive star-forming regions. They are typically interpreted as
being due to self-absorption (see, for example, the recent
study of the self-absorbed [O i] line in S 106 by Schneider
et al. 2018). The average values of integrated and line peak
intensities are shown in Table 3. The averaged values of the
[C ii] integrated intensities over the area observed in the [O i]
MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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Figure 1. Left: The 3.6 µm Spitzer image of the region (only pixels with S/N ratio higher than 3σ, Fazio & Megeath 2004) with the
positions where [13C ii] line was observed shown by the white empty circles. Right: Integrated intensity of the [C ii] 158 µm emission.
White dashed lines show cuts for the pv diagrams where the numbers give the angles measured west of south, with the ionizing star at
the origin. The integrated intensity of the HCO+(3–2) emission is overlaid in black contours at 2, 6, 10 and 14 K km s−1. Point sources
from Table 1 are shown by black stars on both panels, labeled by black symbols on the right panel
.
line give almost the same numbers in both PDRs. The result-
ing average ratio of the [O i] to [C ii] integrated intensities is
0.14 ± 0.04 and 0.04 ± 0.02 in S235 A and S235 C, where the
difference in the ratio is almost exclusively due to the differ-
ent [O i] intensity. Since the [O i] emission is a good tracer
of the gas number density, we conclude that these PDRs
have different densities, with the density of neutral gas be-
ing higher in S235 A. The HCO+(3–2) emission, which has
a higher critical density compared to the [C ii] line, is strong
towards the south-east of both PDRs, with the highest peak
around S235 A. In contrast to the [C ii] emission peaks, the
peaks on the HCO+(3–2) emission map appear in the dens-
est part of PDRs, in the same region where we find bright
arcs at 3.6 µm (Fig. 1).
4.2 Kinematics of the PDRs
We use the [C ii] position-velocity (pv) diagrams to study
gas kinematics in the PDRs. The pv diagrams are computed
along the major and minor axes of the elongated [C ii] image
of S235 A and in the same directions for S235 C as shown
in Fig. 1 by the dashed lines. The pv diagrams are shown in
Fig. 5. The [C ii] lines have double-peaked profiles with the
red-shifted component around −15 < Vlsr < −14km s−1 and
the blue-shifted component around −18 < Vlsr < −17km s−1
in both H ii regions. The double-peaked profiles have a dip
at Vlsr = −16 km s−1 corresponding to the velocity peak of
hydrogen RRL emission, see Anderson et al. (2019). On
the contrary, the pv diagrams of HCO+(3–2) emission show
single-peaked line profiles with the peaks falling between the
[C ii] peaks. A truncated arc-like shape is visible at the high-
density regions in the south-east area of the regions. In the
135 degrees pv diagram through S235 A, the position where
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Figure 2. [13C ii], [C ii] and HCO+(3–2) spectra in S235 A shown by red, black and blue lines, respectively. The [13C ii] spectra are the
result of the combined three hyperfine components. The velocity range is from –23 to –11 km s−1 in the plots. Offsets of the spectra in
arcsec (labelled by black) are given relative to α1(J2000.0) = 05h40m53.s17s and δ1(J2000.0) = +35◦42′11.′′03 (spectrum 6). The [C ii] spectra
are divided by a factor of 17. The red vertical line corresponds to a velocity of –16.6 km s−1 to show the velocity shift of the spectra. The
excursion at the blue end of some of the [13C ii] spectra is due to contamination by the red wing of the nearby [C ii] line.
the [C ii] emission is sharply confined coincides with the di-
rection of the point source S235 A-2?. The source is pro-
jected on the bright arc-like structure visible on the Spitzer
images in Fig. 1 (see also images in Dewangan & Anandarao
2011).
The velocity difference between the peaks of the double-
peaked [C ii] line and the peak of the HCO+(3–2) line is
≈ 2 km s−1, as can be seen from the pv diagrams. A sim-
ple combination of the [C ii] and HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams
seems to indicate an expansion of the [C ii]-emiting gas of
the PDR with Vexp ≈ 2 km s−1 into the quiescent surrounding
molecular cloud visible in the HCO+(3–2) line. However, to
study the gas kinematics in the atomic and molecular layers
of the PDRs in details, we extracted HCO+(3–2) spectra at
the same positions where we have [13C ii], and show them in
Fig. 2 and 3. The single-peaked [13C ii] line profiles shown
in these figures bring us to the conclusion that the [C ii] dips
are related to self-absorption rather than to the expansion
of the front and back neutral walls of the PDRs.
The brightest [13C ii] line in S235 A has a symmetric
single-peaked profile at a velocity Vlsr = −16.6 km s−1. This
value of Vlsr is shown by the red vertical line on each spec-
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Figure 3. [13C ii], [C ii] and HCO+(3–2) spectra in S235 C (right) shown by red, black and blue lines, respectively. The [13C ii] spectra
are the result of the combined three hyperfine components. The velocity range is from –23 to –11 km s−1 in the plots. Offsets of the
spectra (labelled by black) are given relative to α(J2000.0) = 05h40m52.s09s and δ(J2000.0) = +35◦38′37.′′03 (spectrum 4). The [C ii] spectra
are divided by a factor of 25. The red vertical line corresponds to a velocity of –16.6 km s−1 to show the velocity shift of the spectra. The
excursion at the blue end of some of the [13C ii] spectra is due to contamination by the red wing of the nearby [C ii] line.
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Figure 4. The [O i] spectra in S235 A (left) and S235 C (right) superimposed on the Spitzer 3.6 µm image. The velocity range is from
–24 to –9 km s−1 in the plots.
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Table 2. Parameters of the [13C ii] and HCO+(3–2) lines fitted with single Gauss function. The parameters are given for those positions
where the signal-to-noise ratio ≥ 3.
N (∆α, ∆δ) [13C ii] HCO+(3–2)
W Vlsr FWHM Tmb W Vlsr FWHM Tmb
(′′ , ′′) K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K K km s−1 km s−1 km s−1 K
S235 A
1* (29 , 8) 1.7±0.4 –16.6±0.1 0.8±0.3 1.9 ±0.2 5.1±0.2 –16.8±0.1 2.7±0.1 1.8±0.2
2 (24 , –21) 2.5±0.4 –16.5±0.2 2.8±0.5 0.9 ±0.3 8.3±0.2 –16.6±0.1 2.7±0.1 2.9±0.2
3 (18 , –6) 9.7±0.5 –16.0±0.1 2.5±0.1 3.6 ±0.5 7.9±0.3 –16.9±0.1 2.5±0.1 2.9±0.2
4 (13 , –35) – 11.6±0.2 –17.0±0.1 3.2±0.1 3.4±0.1
5 (2 , 30) 5.4±0.3 –16.9±0.1 2.6±0.2 1.9 ±0.3 3.7±0.2 –17.4±0.1 2.2±0.1 1.7±0.16
6 (0 , 0) 11.6±0.3 –16.4±0.1 2.8±0.1 3.9 ±0.3 5.1±0.2 –17.2±0.1 2.7±0.1 1.8±0.1
7 (–7 , –33) – 12.7±0.3 –17.2±0.1 3.0±0.1 3.9±0.2
8 (–9 , 15) 6.3±0.4 –16.8±0.1 3.2±0.2 1.9 ±0.4 2.6±0.2 –17.2±0.1 2.4±0.2 1.1±0.2
9 (–12 , –15) 11.7±0.3 –16.6±0.1 2.4±0.1 4.5 ±0.2 8.5±0.3 –17.3±0.1 2.9±0.1 2.8±0.1
10 (–18 , –47) – 6.3±0.2 –16.8±0.1 2.3±0.1 2.6±0.2
11 (–25 , 19) 9.1±0.7 –16.9±0.1 4.0±0.4 2.1 ±0.3 1.8±0.2 –17.5±0.1 2.2±0.3 0.7±0.2
12 (–33 , –11) 3.9±0.3 –16.6±0.1 2.8±0.2 1.7 ±0.3 3.4±0.2 –16.9±0.1 2.2±0.2 1.5±0.1
13 (–36 , 4) 2.5±0.4 –16.7±0.2 2.4±0.4 1.0 ±0.3 1.7±0.2 –17.1±0.1 2.5±0.3 0.7±0.2
14 (–44 , –26) – 3.2±0.2 –16.7±0.1 1.9±0.2 1.6±0.2
S235 C
1 (34 , –2) 2.8±0.5 –15.7±0.1 1.7±0.3 1.6±0.4 1.9±0.1 –16.4±0.1 1.5±0.1 1.3±0.1
2 (17 , 28) 3.8±0.4 –16.5±0.1 2.6±0.3 1.4±0.3 –
3 (15 , –27) 2.5±0.3 –15.8±0.1 2.2±0.4 1.1±0.3 2.9±0.2 –16.7±0.1 1.7±0.2 1.6±0.2
4 (0 , 0) 6.5±0.5 –17.0±0.2 5.2±0.5 1.2±0.2 –
5 (–14 , –28) 2.5±0.5 –16.4±0.3 2.8±0.6 0.9±0.2 –
6 (–16 , 27) 3.5±0.4 –17.1±0.1 2.0±0.3 1.6±0.3 –
7 (–31 , 2) 2.6±0.5 –17.5±0.2 1.7±0.3 1.4±0.5 –
∗The [13C ii] spectrum was Hanning-smoothed before fitting.
line averaged value S235 A S235 C
[13C ii] 〈W 〉 (K km s−1) 5.0 ± 3.8 3.5 ± 1.3
[13C ii] 〈Tmb 〉 (K) 1.8 ± 1.3 1.3 ± 0.2
[C ii] 〈W 〉 (K km s−1) 230 ± 80 225 ± 42
[O i] 〈W 〉 (K km s−1) 30.8 ± 14.4 8.8 ± 5.2
Table 3. The average observed values over the 14 positions in
S235 A and over the 6 positions in the S235 C PDR.
trum in Fig. 2 to emphasize the [13C ii] velocity gradient
across the H ii regions. There is an ≈ 1 km s−1 global west-
east velocity gradient visible in the spectra of the [13C ii]
lines in S235 C (at positions 1 and 7 the gradient is clearly
visible) and a south-west – north-east gradient of a similar,
but more uncertain, magnitude in S235 A (positions 3 and
11). The [13C ii] spectra in the other directions of S235 A
have a complex shape: flat-top in position 6, red-shifted and
red-skewed in position 3, blue-skewed broad profiles to the
north-west of the S235 A? in positions 8, 11 and 13. Prop-
erties of the [C ii] line emission in the directions observed
in the [13C ii] line are given in Table 4. It is seen that the
τC+ > 1 in all directions where we detect [13C ii] at a level
higher than 3σ. Average Tex of the [C ii] and [13C ii] line
emission is from 40 to about 90 K. We conclude that both
H ii regions are embedded in dense and warm PDRs and we
observed them through the layer optically thick in the [C ii]
line.
The detected [O i] lines have a self-absorption dip, which
appears at almost the same velocity (–16 km s−1) in the [C ii]
lines. The self absorption is more significant in the [O i] spec-
tra than in the [C ii] spectra in both PDRs (see also averaged
over the observed positions spectra in Fig. A1). The velocity
difference between the two line peaks is the same as in the
[C ii] lines: ≈ 4 km s−1. The double-peaked [O i] lines have a
blue-shifted component brighter than the red-shifted compo-
nent in almost all positions observed in S235 A and S235 C,
except for four directions to the south and east of the point
source S235 A-2?. Lines with enhanced blue emission are of-
ten attributed to infall in centrally condensed sources (Dickel
& Auer 1994), but can also be due to inhomogeneous density
distributions. The region with a brighter red-shifted (blue-
shifted) component of the [O i] lines coincides with the region
of the red-shifted (blue-shifted) [13C ii] lines in S235 A. This
indicates that the effect traces the global velocity gradient
in the PDRs instead of local expansion or contraction. The
self-absorption dip has the same Vlsr for the all spectra in
S235 A and S235 C, which implies that a layer of cool gas
is situated in front of the warm PDRs, possessing a velocity
gradient formed around the H ii regions.
The HCO+(3–2) lines have a velocity gradient with sim-
ilar direction and sign as the [13C ii] lines in both PDRs.
Consequently, this gradient is indeed related to the proper-
ties of the parent molecular cloud where the H ii regions were
formed. We fit the HCO+(3–2) and [13C ii] line shapes with
single-peaked Gaussian profiles (see Table 2), and find that
the [13C ii] line peaks are red-shifted relative to HCO+(3–
2) by about 1 km s−1 at positions 3, 6 and 9 south-east of
S235 A, and also at positions 1 and 3 east of S235 C. We
interpret this velocity difference as relative motion of the
HCO+(3–2)-emitting dense molecular material, surrounding
the [C ii]-emitting PDR, with ≈ 1 km s−1 in the south-east
MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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Figure 5. pv diagrams of the [C ii] (colour) and HCO+(3-2) (white contours) emission for S235 A (top panels) and S235 C (bottom
panels). Dashed vertical lines correspond to positions of the point sources listed in Table 1, from the beginning of the pv diagrams.
parts of the PDRs. We find a similar HCO+(3–2)-[13C ii] ve-
locity shift in the averaged spectra of S235 A in Fig. A1,
and an excess of red-shifted [13C ii] emission compared to
HCO+(3–2) in S235 C, visible in positions 1 and 3 in Fig. 3,
as well as in the averaged spectra.
The lack of a velocity difference between [13C ii] and
HCO+(3–2) in the western parts of both PDRs may be due
to the absence of high-density molecular material. The [C ii]-
and HCO+(3–2)-emitting gas, apparently, flows freely (i.e.
with no dense molecular shell formed by shock wave ahead
of the ionization front) from the PDRs into the surrounding
low-density medium at these locations. The red wings of
the [C ii] line visible in positions 8, 11 and 13 in S235 A
and in positions 6 and 7 in S235 C indicate that expansion
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into the low-density medium occurs in the opposite from the
observed direction.
The value of Vexp ≈ 1 km s−1 found from the analysis
of the [13C ii] and HCO+(3–2) spectra is about two times
less than the value which would be estimated from the [C ii]
and HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams. Below, in Sec. 5, we compare
the observed gas kinematics with predictions of a numerical
model of expanding H ii regions, and show simulated pv di-
agrams.
4.3 Column densities of C-bearing species
Column density maps of CO and HCO+ molecules are shown
in Fig. 6. Both maps reveal a concentration of molecular
gas to the south and south-east of S235 A in between the
point sources S235 A-2? and S235B?, and to the south-east
of S235 C. While the regions with the highest N(CO) and
N(HCO+) around S235 A and S235B? coincide in the plane of
the sky, there is a decrease in the intensity of N(CO) near the
secondary peak of N(HCO+) to the south of S235B? (around
α ≈ 05h40m54s and δ ≈ +35◦40m30s).
The dust temperature (Tdust) and column density (Ndust)
maps are also shown in Fig. 6. The dust column den-
sity structure roughly follows the spatial distribution of
N(HCO+). The Tdust value is enhanced up to about 24 K
close to the embedded sources, but the temperature peaks
do not agree with the column density peaks but are rather
offset. For S235 A we find the temperature peak south of the
main ionizing star, probably due to the contribution from
the other embedded sources (e. g. S235 A-2?, S235 B?); in
S235 C the temperature peak is offset to the west, proba-
bly due to the density gradient allowing for a more efficient
heating of the eastern part of the source. The dust temper-
ature agrees with excitation temperature of CO molecules
found by Bieging et al. (2016). These molecules are tracers
of the general distribution of gas with relatively low critical
density. We will note about higher values of the gas temper-
atures obtained with ammonia lines in Sec. 7.
We compare the C+ and CO column densities in the
directions where the [13C ii] was observed in Table 4. Using
the dust continuum emission maps described in Sec. 3.4 and
assuming that all carbon is in C+ and CO species with the
total carbon abundance 1.2×10−4 (see Sec. 5), we recalculate
hydrogen column density in terms of equivalent AV value
(NCH) and compare it with the dust column density (N
d
H) in
Table 4, illustrated in Fig. 7. While in the majority of the
directions both column densities are in agreement, we find
several directions where NdH > (1.5 − 2)NCH . These directions
surround the dense molecular clump around S235 A from the
south, and also to the north-west, as well as in one position
to the east of S235 C.
To explain this disagreement, we checked our assump-
tions in the derivation of column density. First, using a
map of the optical depth in 13CO(2-1) from Bieging et al.
(2016), we find τ13CO(2−1) ≈ 1 in the molecular cloud around
S235 A and C. This approach underestimates the N(CO)
value, which partially explains the missing carbon, at least
in positions 4, 7 and 10 in S235 A. Comparison of the pan-
els of Fig 6 with the N(CO) and NdH distributions shows a
relative deficiency of CO in the gas phase south of S235 B?,
where the peaks of the NdH distribution are not followed by
the N(CO) peaks. Because CO and HCO+ are chemically
closely related they should freeze out onto the dust grains
simultaneously (see e. g. Bergin & Langer 1997). Thus, we
associate the decreasing CO column density to the south of
S235 B with the optical depth of the 13CO(2-1) line, rather
than with freeze-out onto the dust grains, because a sec-
ondary peak of N(HCO+) is seen at this location.
A second factor contributing to the total carbon column
are variations of Tex for the [C ii] line along the line of sight.
We can estimate them by comparing the maximum of the
channel Tex with 〈Tex〉 in Eq. 4. The maximum channel Tex
would raise NC+ only within the interval given in Table 4
included in the upper error bars in Fig. 7.
Looking at S235 A from the north-west to the south-east
we distinguish two different types of environments: the PDR
where C+ is the dominant C-bearing species and the molec-
ular cloud where CO is the dominant C-bearing species. To-
ward S235 A?, S235 A-2? and in several directions to the
west of the source the C+ column density exceeds the CO
column density by a significant factor, NC+ ≈ (2 − 6) × NCO.
The directions with NC+ > NCO are shown with red circles
in the left panel of Fig. 6. The point sources are situated
on the border between the PDR and surrounding molecular
cloud where the PDR is expanding, see Fig. 6. The column
of carbon locked in C+ is higher than in CO in 5 of the
7 observed positions in S235 C. The values of N(CO) and
N(HCO+) are highest in the directions of the dense molecu-
lar clumps where NCO > NC+ .
If we average the ratio of the column density
N(CO)+N(C+) to the hydrogen column density computed
from the dust emission, we find a gas-phase carbon abun-
dance 7.7 × 10−5 in S235 A and 1.1 × 10−4 in S235 C, which
is in agreement with the total carbon abundance value used
above. Some carbon in the directions with NdH > N
C
H could be
in the gas-phase atomic form, in high-J CO lines, or locked in
dust grains. In the directions with NdH > N
C
H around S235 A
we find 10 ≤ Tdust ≤ 20 K. Taking into account that these po-
sitions are situated in the surrounding cold molecular cloud,
it is natural to expect that some carbon is depleted from the
gas-phase due to freeze-out onto the grain surfaces. A rich
young stellar cluster is situated between the H ii regions (see
Sec. 7), but it does not provide enough heating to make the
dust warmer than 10–15 K.
5 NUMERICAL MODELLING
As the H ii regions S235 A and S235 C are deeply embed-
ded in the molecular cloud, we cannot use published pre-
dictions from standard plane-parallel PDR models without
foreground absorption (e.g. Kaufman et al. 1999). In or-
der to understand how the observational view by SOFIA
is matched by a ’classical’ model of expanding H ii regions,
described analytically and numerically by Spitzer (1978);
Elmegreen & Lada (1977); Hosokawa & Inutsuka (2006);
Raga et al. (2012); Kirsanova et al. (2009); Bisbas et al.
(2015), we make simulations with the MARION model (Kir-
sanova et al. 2009; Akimkin et al. 2015). The gas-phase
chemical network from Ro¨llig et al. (2007) (mainly based
on the UMIST99 ratefile, Le Teuff et al. (2000)) allows us to
reproduce the C+, CO and HCO+ abundances in PDRs (see
Kirsanova & Wiebe 2019), so we use this network together
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Figure 6. Left: Maps of N (CO) (colour) and N (HCO+) (contours). The contours correspond to 1.0, 2.5, 4.0 and 5.5×1012 cm−2. Directions
of the [13C ii] observations are shown by circles. Red circles stand for positions with NC+ > NCO, white circles show the opposite relation.
Middle: dust column density in equivalent visual extinction AV scale. The column density maps are given at the original spatial resolution
of the observations (38′′ for N (CO) in the left panel, 33′′ for the middle and right panels). Right: dust temperature. Point sources from
Table 1 are shown by black stars in the left panel and by red stars in the central and right panel.
Table 4. Properties of the [C ii] emission at the positions of the [13C ii] measurements: mean values of Tex and τC+ averaged over the
optically thick channels ± standard deviation over the channels are shown in columns 3 and 4. Value of NC+ calculated for the optically
thin and thick channels is shown in column 5. The seventh and eighth columns show gas column density calculated from the carbon-
bearing species with the carbon abundance from Wakelam & Herbst (2008) and dust column density, respectively. The NCH and N
d
H values
are converted into the equivalent AV.
N (∆α, ∆δ) 〈Tex 〉 〈τC+ 〉 NC+ NCO NCH NdH′′ , ′′ K 1018cm−2 1018cm−2 eq. AV, mag eq. AV, mag
S235 A
1 (29 , 8) 47.5± 1.3 10.3±2.3 1.7±0.2 6.9±0.1 38.3±1.0 43.3
2 (24 , –21) 40.7± 2.8 9.3±1.7 1.5±0.4 7.9±0.1 41.9±1.8 66.5
3 (18 , –6) 72.6± 3.6 6.1±2.3 6.6±0.7 8.3±0.1 66.4±3.1 63.4
4 (13 , –35) – – <0.1 8.8±0.5 39.3±2.3 80.1
5 (2 , 30) 63.1± 9.2 4.3±1.7 4.2±0.9 2.0±0.2 27.6±4.0 50.2
6 (0 , 0) 90.1±14.0 4.8±2.4 8.9±0.8 5.2±0.1 62.8±3.6 81.5
7 (–7 , –33) – – <0.1 8.9±0.2 39.7±0.5 82.1
8 (–9 , 15) 75.4±17.0 3.4±2.0 4.5±0.8 1.9±0.2 28.5±3.6 59.7
9 (–12 , –15) 82.5±16.7 4.9±2.7 8.0±0.9 5.6±0.1 60.6±4.1 88.8
10 (–18 , –47) – – <0.1 7.4±0.1 33.3±0.5 54.6
11 (–25 , 19) 69.3±16.6 4.0±1.9 6.7±1.4 1.4±0.1 36.1±6.2 60.9
12 (–33 , –11) 69.0± 5.2 3.1±1.0 2.8±0.5 2.2±0.1 22.3±2.3 40.6
13 (–36 , 4) 68.4±13.4 3.6±3.7 3.8±0.8 1.5±0.1 23.6±3.6 43.7
14 (–44 , –26) – – <0.1 4.0±0.1 17.9±1.6 28.7
S235 C
1 ( 34 , –2) 57.5± 3.0 5.3±1.3 2.3±0.3 2.0±0.3 19.2±1.4 25.0
2 ( 17 , 28) 63.9± 2.7 3.6±1.0 2.1±0.4 0.9±0.1 13.4±1.8 20.6
3 ( 15 , –27) 59.2± 1.5 3.5±0.6 1.6±0.3 1.8±0.1 15.2±1.4 17.0
4 ( 0 , 0) 67.7± 6.7 2.1±0.8 2.9±0.7 0.9±0.2 16.9±3.1 12.5
5 (–14 , –28) 60.7± 5.2 3.6±0.9 2.0±0.3 0.6±0.1 11.6±1.4 9.9
6 (–16 , 27) 72.2± 5.0 3.0±0.4 2.6±0.4 0.4±0.1 13.4±1.8 12.5
7 (–31 , 2) 58.5± 5.1 4.7±1.3 2.3±0.4 0.4±0.1 1.8±0.5 4.1
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Figure 7. Top: carbon and hydrogen column densities in terms
of equivalent AV. Uncertainty of the hydrogen column density
is within 1 and 2 mag in S235 A and S235 C, respectively (see
Sec. 3). Bottom: N (C+) and N (CO).
with the ionization of the atomic species and correspond-
ing recombinations in the H ii regions. The cross-sections for
most of photoreactions are taken from the Leiden data base
of “Photodissociation and photoionization of astrophysically
relevant molecules” (Heays et al. 2017). We implement the
formation of H2 on grain surfaces and accretion and desorp-
tion processes of other neutral species, but other chemical
reactions on dust surfaces are not considered in the calcula-
tions to save computation time. The rates of accretion and
desorption processes are based on the work by Hasegawa &
Herbst (1993), with updated desorption energies from Gar-
rod et al. (2007). We use the ’high-metallicity’ initial ele-
mental abundances based on the ’EA2’ set from Wakelam
& Herbst (2008). The initial conditions are cold, molecular,
and solid. This means that we start with all carbon and oxy-
gen in CO and H2O on dust surfaces. 52 chemical species are
included: H, H+, H2, H
+
2 , H
+
3 , O, O
+, O++, OH+, OH, O2,
O2:d, O
+
2 , H2O, H2O
+, H3O
+, C, C+, C++, CH, CH+, CH2,
CH+2 , CH3, CH
+
3 , CH4, CH
+
4 , CH
+
5 , CO, CO:d, CO
+, HCO+,
He, He+, S, S+, S++, Si, Si+, H:d, H2:d, O:d, OH:d, H2O:d,
C:d, CH:d, CH2:d, CH3:d, CH4:d, S:d, Si:d, e
− where the
postfix “:d” indicates species on dust grain ices. Chemical
species containing Si and S are included only to obtain cor-
rect gas temperature in ionized region. We recognize that
the chemical network is far from complete, but our choise
was motivated by limited computation time. The heating
and cooling processes included in the model are listed in
Akimkin et al. (2015); Kirsanova & Wiebe (2019).
The dust grains in the model are represented by sili-
cate and carbonaceous dust grains with 24 size bins for each
type. The initial dust-to-gas mass ratio is 0.0088 with the
size distribution corresponding to model number 16 from
Weingartner & Draine (2001). This model has RV = 5.5 in-
stead of standard interstellar RV = 3.1, and we use it be-
cause this reddening law implies lower relative amount of
small dust grains and, therefore, lower dust extinction and
thicker PDR (see below). Values of RV > 5 were found in
PDRs such as the Orion Bar and NGC 7023 (see Marconi
et al. 1998; Witt et al. 2006, respectively). The dust model
implies that the carbon abundance locked in dust refractory
cores is 3×10−5. Therefore, the total carbon abundance in the
model is 1.5 × 10−4. The Si abundance locked in the refrac-
Table 5. Parameters and initial conditions of the MARION
model for S235 A and S235 C.
Parameter Value
Stellar temperature 25 000 − 31 000 K
ninit (H-protons) 5 × 103 − 105 cm−3
Radius of molecular cloud 0.5 pc
Distance 1.6 kpc
Tgas 10 K
Dust-to-gas mass ratio 0.0088
Dust model, number of components WD16, 48
Cosmic ray rate ζ 1.0 × 10−16 s−1
x(H2) 0.5
x(He) 9.0 × 10−2
x(CO : d) 1.20 × 10−4
x(H2O : d) 1.36 × 10−4
x(S) 1.50 × 10−5
x(Si) 1.70 × 10−6
tory cores corresponds to solar value of 3.63×10−5. The grain
cores are not destroyed in our simulations. The size of the
computational domain is 0.5 pc, divided into 550 radial cells.
The dust temperature is computed self-consistently from ra-
diative processes and interaction with the gas. The gas tem-
perature is also computed self-consistently, except for the
initial moment, when it is set up to the value corresponding
to cold molecular clouds.
In the beginning of the simulation it is assumed that
a massive star is embedded in a molecular cloud with uni-
form gas distribution. At t = 0 the star starts to ionize and
heat the surrounding material. We scanned a range of effec-
tive temperatures of the ionizing stars (25000 to 31000 K)
and of initial gas number densities (5 × 103 to 105 cm−3)
to reproduce the observed properties of the H ii regions and
surrounding PDRs. In this work we present the simulations
in this parameter range which give the best agreement with
the observations. Initial conditions of gas and dust in these
simulations are summarized in Table 5.
In order to simulate the profiles of molecular and atomic
line emission for the model physical parameters and chemical
abundances calculated with MARION, we apply the spheri-
cally symmetric line radiative transfer code SimLine by Os-
senkopf et al. (2001). The main partner for the collisional ex-
citation are electrons in the H ii region and hydrogen atoms
and molecules in the PDR. We treat this in the radiative
transfer computation by switching from electrons to hydro-
gen when the gas temperature drops below Tgas ≤ 500 K. For
HCO+ the electron excitation in the H ii region is ignored
as there is not significant molecular abundance there. Co-
efficients for collisional excitation of C+ (Sternberg & Dal-
garno 1995, Table 8), atomic O (Jaquet et al. 1992) and
HCO+ (Flower 1999) line emission with molecular hydro-
gen were used. The code uses two parameters for the turbu-
lence description: the width of the turbulent velocity disper-
sion and the turbulence correlation length. They were set
to 2.4 km s−1 (based on typical [C ii] and HCO+(3–2) line
widths; see below) and 0.1 pc (Xie et al. 1995; Ossenkopf
et al. 2001), respectively.
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6 MODEL PREDICTIONS FOR S235 A AND
S235 C
As MARION is a chemo-dynamic model, we can trace the
evolution of the physical parameters of the H ii regions and
select the moment of the best agreement between the simu-
lated and observed values of the parameters. The following
properties need to be matched by the model:
• Radii of the H ii regions are from 0.1 to 0.3 pc,
• ne=1000 and 500 cm−3 within a factor of 2 for S235 A
and S235 C, respectively,
• The profiles of the [13C ii] and HCO+(3–2) lines are
single-peaked,
• The average W([13C ii]), W([O i]) and the [13C ii] line
peak emission is close to the observed values (see Tab. 3)
within a factor of 2.
• Expansion velocity is ≈ 1 km s−1,
• 3 ≤ τC+ ≤ 10 and 3 ≤ τC+ ≤ 5 for S235 A and S235 C,
respectively
We used the output from MARION every five or ten
thousand years of model time and calculated the resulting
pv diagrams. We compared the model peak line intensity,
integrated intensity and the line profiles with the observed
values. We find that models with Teff=27000 K and initial
ngas = 5 × 104 and 5 × 103 cm−3 provide a reasonable agree-
ment for S235 A and S235 C, respectively. The model age
of S235 A is 6 × 104 and of S235 C is 3 × 104 years. Below
we compare the observed view of the H ii regions and their
PDRs and the simulated models.
Physical properties of H ii regions. The spatial distri-
butions of the physical conditions and chemical abundances
for both H ii regions are shown in Fig. 8. The values of
ne ≈ 500 and 260 cm−3 for S235 A and S235 C, respec-
tively. Each H ii region is surrounded by a dense molecular
shell, with maximum number densities of nH2 = 2 × 105 and
2×104 cm−3 for S235 A and S235 C, respectively. The shells
are created by the shock waves which spread ahead of the
ionization fronts on the border of the H ii regions. The width
of the compressed shells is less than 0.1 pc in both models.
The expansion velocities are about 1 and 3 km s−1 for S235 A
and S235 C, respectively.
Chemical composition. The temperature contrast be-
tween the PDR and the surrounding molecular region is
higher in the S235 A model compared to the model for
S235 C due to relatively low gas density in the latter model.
The central source of UV radiation heats the gas and dust
over a larger distance in the S235 C model than in the case
of S235 A. Carbon is in the form of C+ inside of the H ii
regions, and also in the neutral dense shells, but the outer
border of the shell consist of molecular CO in the model for
S235 A. The surrounding gas contains CO in the form of
grain ice in the model of S235 A, but mostly consist of C+
in the model for S235 C. The abundance of atomic carbon
is smaller than the abundances of CO or C+ by up to sev-
eral orders of magnitude in both models, except for a very
thin layer in the model for S235 A, where the abundance of
atomic C is only 5 times lower than CO and 3 times lower
than C+. Oxygen is in atomic form in the dense shell in
both PDRs and also in the undisturbed gas in S235 C. The
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Figure 8. Physical conditions in the models of S235 A (left col-
umn) and S235 C (right column): number densities of species
(three top rows of plots), gas and dust temperature, and also gas
velocity (bottom row).
value of Tgas changes from 20 to 300 K in the PDR of the
S235 A model (20 < Tdust < 100 K there), but falls below
50 K only at a distance of 0.45 pc in the model for S235 C
(corresponding Tdust < 30 K.)
Averaged intensities. The radial distributions of the in-
tegrated line intensities are shown in the top panel of Fig. 9.
The selected models predict that the [13C ii] line intensi-
ties are brighter on the periphery of the PDRs than in the
direction on the ionizing star in agreement with the observa-
tions in Fig. 2 and 3. The simulated peak values of W([C ii])
are 75 and 50% from the observed in S235 A and S235 C,
respectively. Our simulated radiation temperatures of the
[13C ii] lines about 0.5-1 and 0.3-0.7 K for both PDRs re-
spectively, which is in agreement within factor of two with
the average values of Tmb from Table 3. Integrated intensi-
ties of the simulated [O i] lines are in good agreement with
the average values from Table 3. The integrated intensities
of the HCO+(3–2) lines in both models are lower than those
observed by about two and three orders of magnitude in
S235A and S235C respectively.
In order to check whether collisions with electrons can
solve the discrepancy by enhancing the HCO+(3–2) line
emission, we performed test described in Appendix C. We
found that the collisional excitation by electrons can increase
the peak HCO+(3–2) intensity by a factor of 2 and 5 times
in S235 A and S235 C, respectively. However, this does not
solve the problem of the low intensity of the HCO+(3–2) line
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in the models. A match of the observed intensity requires a
significantly enhanced column of HCO+. We have tested this
in two ways. We re-simulated the HCO+(3–2) lines with an
enhanced value of molecular hydrogen number density, but
an unchanged value of HCO+ relative abundance compared
to Fig. 8 (i. e. the column density was enhanced) and found
a simulated radiation temperature of the HCO+(3–2) line
of several Kelvins. Namely, the peak of the HCO+(3–2) line
was 2 and 6 K for a column density enhancement by a factor
of 10 and 100, respectively, in the model for S235 A. These
values are in agreement with the observations, as the maxi-
mum peak of HCO+(3–2) intensity is 4K in S235 A (Fig. 2).
If we re-scale the relative abundance of HCO+ accordingly,
while holding N(HCO+) constant, we obtain a peak inten-
sity of 0.4 and 1.6 K for a number density enhancement
by a factor of 10 and 100, respectively. The latter value is
also within a factor of 2.5 of the peak observational value.
The first appraoch combined a column density enhancement
with a density enhancement similar to the effect from the
additional collisions with electrons. The relatively small dif-
ference between the two cases confirms the conclusion that
the molecular excitation has a small effect only. It cannot
explain the discrepancy between the observations and the
model predictions.
[C ii] and [O i] optical depths. The simulated profiles of
the [C ii] emission in both selected models are single-peaked.
The value of τC+ does not exceed 0.4 and 2.0 in the models
for S235 A and C, respectively. In spite of the significant
optical depth in the S235 C model, the amount of cold gas
(Tgas ≈ 30 K) with abundant C+ is too small to create double-
peaked line profiles. In the model of S235 A, we find only
slightly red-skewed [C ii] line profiles, instead of the observed
double-peaked profiles. Apparently, the low optical depth of
the [C ii] emission in the S235 A model is due to the absence
of C+ beyond the dense shell in the undisturbed molecular
gas, where all the carbon is in the form of solid-phase CO,
because the value of Tdust in the model is too low to evaporate
molecules into the gas phase.
To simulate how the τC+ grows with the width of C
+-
layer in PDR, we increased relative abundance of C+ in front
of the expanding envelope up to maximum possible value
and preserved all other physical values unchanged. Two test
models were considered, there the C+-layer is twice and three
times as thick as in original model shown in Fig. 8. Calcu-
lated pv diagrams for considered test models are shown in
Fig. 10. The [C ii] pv digrams become significantly skewed
in the twice thick C+-layer and double-peaked in the three
times thick C+-layer, respectively. The peak-to-peak velocity
difference ≈ 4 km s−1 between the blue and red components
is defined not by thermal but by turbulent velocity disper-
sion in the model. The maximum channel value of τC+ be-
comes 1.6 and 4.5 for the twice and three times thick models,
respectively, in agreement with the observations, presented
above. We note that in these test calculations the [13C ii]
line also becomes double-peaked due to significant optical
depth which is not in agreement with observations. There-
fore, the self-absorption features observed in S235 A and
S235 C might not be formed in the PDRs, where relative
abundance of C+ is high, but outside of them where the C+
abundance is lower but the absorbing layer is thicker.
The simulated [O i] lines have double-peaked profiles
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Figure 9. Simulated radial integrated intensity distributions (top
row) and pv diagrams in S235 A (left) and S235 C (right). The
HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams are shown by white contours on the top
of the [C ii] pv diagrams. The contours are given every 14% from
the normalized HCO+(3–2) peak.
due to the significant optical depth (about 3-4 in the velocity
channels corresponding to the self-absorption feature).
Expansion. In the simulated pv diagrams we find single-
peaked [13C ii] line profiles in both of the selected models,
despite the expansion of the H ii regions. For the model for
S235 A, the expansion velocity is lower than the width of the
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Figure 10. Simulated pv diagrams for the S235 A model with
enhanced width of the C+-layer up to 0.2 pc (original width mul-
tiplied by 2, left) and 0.25 pc (original width multiplied by 3,
right).
turbulent velocity dispersion assumed in the radiation trans-
fer calculations with SimLine, therefore we do not even see
the line wings on the pv diagram in the direction to the ion-
izing star. For the S235 C model, we have significant amount
of stationary, undisturbed gas where C+ is the dominant C-
bearing species. Broad [13C ii] lines with extended wings in
the direction of the centre of the the pv diagram indicate
the expansion in this model. The HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams
demonstrate the same behavior in the selected models (but
see Fig. B1 and Fig. B2 to find more about the [13C ii] and
HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams.)
The peak-to-peak velocity difference between the near
and far neutral walls on the simulated [O i] line profiles (2
and 6 km s−1 in the models for S235 A and S235 C) corre-
sponds to the expansion with Vexp=1 and 3 km s−1 respec-
tively. The simulated Vexp value is in agreement with the
observations of S235 A, but exceeds the values observed in
S235 C for a factor of three.
As has been shown in various studies (e. g. Troitsky
et al. 2004; Pavlyuchenkov et al. 2008), moderately optically
thick lines can be used to discriminate between expansion
(double-peaked profiles with a brighter red-shifted compo-
nent), collapse (double-peaked profiles with a brighter blue-
shifted component), and other effects (e.g. rotation). The
[O i] lines are the best tracers of the PDR expansion in the
model due to their double-peaked profiles, with a bright red-
shifted component, caused by a significant optical depth. We
note that the simulated [O i] profiles in the expanding PDRs
are double-peaked, although the other PDR tracers, namely,
the [13C ii] and [C ii] lines, can be single-peaked.
In the observations we found the same peak-to-peak ve-
locity difference on the [C ii] and [O i] line profiles up to
4 km s−1. As shown above, the [C ii] self-absorption feature
is explained by the layer of cool absorbing C+ on the front
of the PDRs. We suggest that the broad and deep [O i] self-
absorption feature is related to the same cold absorbing layer
and, unfortunately, hide the internal gas kinematics in the
PDRs. As recently shown by Guevara et al. (2020), the dense
and cold foreground C+ gas leads to the self-absorption ef-
fects in several objects. While they note that the origin of the
cold gas is unknown, this effect may prevent the detection of
expansion and/or contraction in the PDRs. Therefore, fur-
ther theoretical studies of reliable PDR expansion tracers
among other lines, which do not suffer from self-absorption
in the cold foreground, are required.
While we reproduce the average integrated intensities of
the observed [13C ii], [C ii] and [O i] lines, we do not repro-
duce the detailed line shapes of [C ii] and [O i]. The model
predicts [O i] (double-peaked) and [C ii] (single-peaked) line
profiles with brighter red-shifted components, however the
observed profiles are blue-shifted in the majority of the posi-
tions. From the comparison of the optically-thin [13C ii] line
profiles with the double-peaked self-absorbed [C ii] and [O i]
profiles, we know about the east-west velocity gradient, and
also about the gas density gradient from the maps of the
CO and HCO+(3–2) emission. Therefore, the agreement be-
tween the observed and simulated line profiles is not perfect.
Change from the red-shifted to the blue-shifted asymmetry
on the observed line profiles might be related with the gas
velocity gradient in the PDRs. Foreground absorbing cold
material forms the self-absorption feature at ≈ −16 km s−1
on the observed profiles.
Summary on the simulated line profiles. The [O i]
emission is not only a reliable tracer of the gas kinemat-
ics, but also of the gas density in PDRs. The [O i] line at
63µm was the most useful in our model fitting procedure.
Both the observed and simulated [O i] line profiles have the
largest peak-to-peak velocity difference (see also averaged
spectra in Fig. A1). While the HCO+ lines are more sensitive
to the gas number density, we can not obtain the brightness
temperatures of several K which are observed in S235 A and
S235 C due to insufficient number density of molecular hy-
drogen. The HCO+(3–2) line becomes a reliable kinematic
tracer if Vexp is comparable, or exceeds, the turbulent ve-
locity dispersion (models with ninit ≤ 104 cm−3). The [C ii]
and [13C ii] lines show no self-absorption in the considered
models due to insufficient column density of cold C+ around
the PDRs.
While we can reproduce the observed physical condi-
tions and the integrated line intensities with these models
(as these properties are determined by UV photons input
from the ionizing stars and by the initial number density of
the surrounding medium), the gas kinematics and the de-
tailed line profiles strongly depend on the geometry of the
regions.
7 DISCUSSION
In the previous sections, we considered S235 A and S235 C
just as H ii regions surrounded by PDRs and molecular
clouds with no star formation activity, which can affect the
properties of the gas and dust. However, the vicinity of these
H ii regions is characterized by active star formation. Felli
et al. (1997) found a highly obscured young stellar cluster
between S235 A and B, as well as a highly variable H2O
maser. Felli et al. (2004) observed various molecular transi-
tions as well as mm and sub-mm continuum emission, and
found dense molecular cores with new YSOs responsible for
driving the maser activity. Aperture photometry of IRAC
point sources done by Felli et al. (2006) showed that more-
evolved Class I and II YSOs surround the PDR of S325 A,
and there is a younger intermediate-mass protostar embed-
ded in the dense molecular gas and located further from the
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PDR than the YSOs. With spatially resolved VLA obser-
vations, they found a burst of active star formation in the
region of S235 A and B, where different evolutionary phases
co-exist: from proto-stellar cores to H ii regions. Felli et al.
(2006) compared the Spitzer IRAC images of S235 A and
B with the spatial distribution of the HCO+(1-0) emission
and proposed that the H ii region S235 A and the surround-
ing molecular cloud might be interacting. They also pro-
posed that dynamic action of S235 A may have triggered
a second generation of star formation in the surrounding
molecular gas. Kirsanova et al. (2008) found that the region
of S235 A, B and S235 C contains the densest and rich-
est cluster of young stars among the whole giant molecular
cloud G174+2.5 (see also Dewangan & Anandarao 2011,
who identified 55 Class I, 134 Class II and 51 Class III ob-
jects around S235 A and B using Spitzer photometry). We
suggest that ionization of CO-bearing molecular gas around
the H ii regions by nearby young stellar sources might pro-
vide cool C+, which is required to form the self-absorbed
[C ii] line profiles and also provide additional HCO+. One of
the most promising examples of this is the poorly studied
Class I YSO S235 A-2? identified by Dewangan & Anan-
darao (2011) (their source number 5 in Table C5). Its con-
tribution to the heating of the gas is unknown, although
its proximity to the peaks in density and dust temperature
suggest that it might provide a significant contribution.
If we remove the assumption of spherical symmetry, the
velocity difference between the optically-thin [13C ii] and
HCO+(3–2) emission in both PDRs can be interpreted in
terms of expansion of the PDRs into the surrounding molec-
ular gas. As [13C ii] is red-shifted relative to the HCO+(3–2)
line, and the total column in the front wall is smaller than
in the rear wall (compare AV = 10 mag for the foreground
gas from Thompson et al. (1983) and the equivalent AV val-
ues from Fig. 7), the PDRs expand into the front molecular
HCO+-emitting walls of the H ii regions. The absence of the
signature of gas motion from the back walls is related to the
high column density of the backround gas or to the geometry
of the PDRs. In S235 A and S235 C the transitions between
diffuse and dense gas occurs in an obviously highly inhomo-
geneous medium. Moreover, we observe a transition between
the CO-rich and CO-frozen molecular gas in S235 A. This
compact H ii region appears as a good example of a PDR
with a snow line, proposed by Goicoechea et al. (2016), while
the H ii region is embedded and not visible face on (e.g. like
the Orion Bar PDR).
The model of S235 A does not reproduce the observed
high C+ column density, while the relatively low gas density
in the model of S235 C allows us to obtain the moderately
optically thick C+ environment of the H ii region, due to
large width of C+-emitting layer. We propose that there is a
highly inhomogeneous and clumpy medium around the H ii
regions which is unresolved in the [C ii] observations. The
clumpy structure may be composed, for example, of evapo-
rating globules. These globules could allow the photons from
the ionizing star to penetrate deeper into the surrounding
cloud and increase the C+ column. Signatures of the photon
penetration through the clumpy medium were found in, for
example, the extended H ii region RCW 120 by Anderson
et al. (2010, 2015) and Kirsanova et al. (2019b), instead of
uniform expansion; and also at the very early stage ultra-
compact H ii region in Mon R2 by Trevin˜o-Morales et al.
(2016). A uniform spherically symmetric H ii region, consid-
ered in the classic theoretical studies (see Sec. 1), has not
been found so far.
Interestingly, not only S235 A and S235 C have higher
columns in the back wall, but also other H ii regions situ-
ated in the giant molecular cloud G174+2.5. Anderson et al.
(2019); Kirsanova et al. (2019a) found the same for the ex-
tended H ii region S235. Ladeyschikov et al. (2015) deter-
mined that the H ii region Sh2-233 is also situated on the
near side of the molecular cloud. Visual inspection of the
CO emission maps from Bieging et al. (2016) shows that
two other H ii regions from G174+2.5, Sh2-231 and Sh2-
232, apparently already dispersed their front and back neu-
tral walls. Thus, all four H ii regions in G174+2.5 which are
(partly) embedded into molecular cloud have less material
on the front than on the rear side.
Besides geometry, our chemical model contains several
assumptions which might affect the [13C ii] and [C ii] pv di-
agrams. First, the ’high-metallicity’ initial elemental abun-
dances from Wakelam & Herbst (2008), used in this work for
the total gas-phase and grain mantle carbon budget, might
overestimate the amount of carbon locked in refractory grain
cores and, consequently, underestimate the amount of car-
bon available for chemical reactions in the model. The car-
bon abundance, used as a reference in this elemental abun-
dance set, is based on observations of the [C ii] line at λ =
2325 A˚ towards ζ Oph: x(C) = 1.32±0.32×10−4, while similar
observations of χ Per give x(C) = 2.45× 10−4 (Cardelli et al.
1993; Savage & Sembach 1996). Sofia et al. (2004) estimated
x(C) = 1.62±0.39×10−4 for ζ Oph from [C ii] absorption mea-
surements, and concluded that the diffuse line-of-sight gas-
phase value of x(C) might be as high as 2 × 10−4. Both stars
are situated within 250 pc of the Sun, while the closest H ii
region, the Orion Nebula, is at about 400 pc (Menten et al.
2007; Großschedl et al. 2019; Kounkel & Covey 2019; Kuhn
et al. 2019). The value of x(C) measured towards ζ Oph is
successfully used in astrochemical models of the Orion region
(e. g. recent work by Cuadrado et al. 2017). However, Rubin
et al. (1991) and Osterbrock et al. (1992) found higher values
of x(C) up to x(C) = 2.7 × 10−4 in the Orion Nebula. For the
S106 region, which is about 1.3 kpc from the Sun, Schneider
et al. (2018) used x(C) = 2.34 × 10−4 based also on analy-
sis of the Orion region by Simo´n-Dı´az & Stasin´ska (2011).
A gas-phase elemental abundance x(C) = 8 × 10−5, signifi-
cantly lower than the values mentioned above, was found by
Fuente et al. (2019) for the nearby dark cloud TMC 1. We
see that variations of the gas-phase x(C) in the simulations
can be justified observationally in broad limits, and can be
tuned to improve the agreement between the observations
and simulations. Using higher elemental carbon abundance
in our calculations with the ’ISM’ set from CLOUDY (Fer-
land et al. 2013) allows us to reproduce the [C ii] double-
peaked line profile in the model for S235 C without addition
of the external layer of cold C+, see Fig. D1.
Another uncertainty in the initial conditions of the
model lies in choosing low gas and dust temperature, and
also fixing all carbon in the form of solid CO. Some car-
bon in the grey positions in Fig. 6 might indeed be hidden
from the gas phase on the grain surfaces due to the low
dust temperature. Therefore, our choice of solid CO as ini-
tial conditions for the model is, at least partially, supported
by the observations. Kirsanova et al. (2014) determined the
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value of Tgas in the direction of S235 A and the young stellar
cluster south of it. They found values up to 60 K in S235 A
and 20 ≤ Tgas ≤ 32 K towards the cluster. Similar values
were recently found by Burns et al. (2019). Kirsanova et al.
(2014) also found a gas density higher than 104 cm−3 in the
molecular cloud around S235 A and in the direction of the
embedded stellar cluster. The value of Tgas is higher in the
direction of the young stellar cluster than Tdust by up to 10-
20 K, and the difference is even higher in S235 A, despite
the high density. A similar situation was found, for exam-
ple, in the direction of S140 PDR by Koumpia et al. (2015).
Our model of the expanding structure “H ii region + PDR +
molecular cloud” for S235 A can explain such a discrepancy
between the Tgas and Tdust values for the gas with density
≥ 104 cm−3, see Fig. 8. We note that various methods for
the temperature determination have their own specific fea-
tures (e. g. Schneider et al. 2016).
As we have shown above, an additional external layer of
cold C+ would produce the self-absorption gap in the model,
but we do not try to reproduce this layer using, for exam-
ple, external UV radiation in the model, because it requires
additional parameters. The [C ii] emission in our models for
S235 A and S235 C appears from the PDRs (in agreement
with previous theoretical studies by Kaufman et al. 2006),
but the self absorption can be created in the undisturbed
gas with lower Tex, the density and temperature of which
represent the cold neutral medium (CNM, e.g. Wolfire et al.
2003). The CNM in the external envelope of the S235 C
model may consist of C+ and H2 instead of atomic hydro-
gen, as suggested in recent theoretical calculations of the
thermal and chemical steady state by Bialy & Sternberg
(2019). We do not start from steady state abundances, al-
though we emphasize that different initial conditions might
change the pv diagrams considered in the present study, i.e.
increase or decrease the [C ii] self-absorption.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented observations of the PDRs around
the compact H ii regions S235 A and S235 C in the [C ii],
[13C ii] lines at 158 µm, [O i] at 63 µm and HCO+(3–2) at
267 GHz, tracing different layers around the volume of the
ionized hydrogen. We summarize our main results below.
• The double-peaked [C ii] and [O i] line profiles are due
to high optical depth (τC+ is up to 10 in several directions in
S235 A), not directly tracing the expansion of the front and
back walls of the PDRs. The foreground absorbing material
has Vlsr ≈ −16 km s−1, which remains almost unchanged over
the observed area. We find an expanding motion of the [C ii]-
emitting layer into the molecular layer with a velocity up to
1 km s−1 in both PDRs comparing velocities of the [13C ii]
and HCO+(3–2) lines.
• Gas components neither visible in the [C ii] lines, nor in
low-J CO lines, may contribute to the total column in sev-
eral points across S235 A. Due to the low dust temperature
in those directions, we expect CO depletion due to the CO
freeze-out onto dust grains. Apparently, S235 A represents a
good example of an H ii region surrounded by a PDR, molec-
ular cloud and a snow line, where molecules are absorbed
from the gas phase into the dust grains. The H ii regions
are situated on the border between the dense molecular and
more diffuse atomic gas.
• We are able to reproduce the physical parameters of the
H ii regions and integrated intensities of the [13C ii], [C ii]
and [O i] lines from the PDRs with a spherically symmetric
chemo-dynamical model as these properties are defined by
spectral type of the ionizing stars and initial gas number
density. However, the model does not reproduce the double-
peaked [C ii] line profiles related with the self-absorption
and high optical depth of the line. To be in agreement
with the observations, we need to enhance C+ column den-
sity outside of the PDRs. We propose that the PDRs are
surrounded by cold neutral medium composed of evaporat-
ing globules. While the [C ii] line emission originates in the
model PDRs, the cold neutral medium is responsible for the
self-absorption features in the line profiles.
• The [O i] line profiles are the best tracers of the ex-
panding motion in the considered PDR models in compar-
ison with the [C ii], [13C ii] and HCO+(3–2) lines. However,
the absorbing cold neutral medium might distort the [O i]
line profiles originating from the PDRs and contaminate the
observed profiles.
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APPENDIX A: AVERAGED SPECTRA
We show in Fig. A1 scaled spectra of the [13C ii], [C ii],
HCO+(3–2) and [O i] lines, averaged over positions 14 and 7,
which were observed in the [13C ii] line in S235 A and S235 C
respectively. All spectra are given with their original spec-
tral resolution and are scaled in order to show the difference
in the line profiles more clearly. The red wing of the [C ii]
line is visible in the [13C ii] spectra at VLSR <∼ − 20 km s−1.
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Figure A1. The averaged scaled [C ii], [13C ii], [O i] and HCO+(3–
2) spectra.
APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL PV DIAGRAMS
In Fig. B1, we present pv diagrams from alternative models
with different stellar temperatures and densities to demon-
strate the dependence of the line emission profiles on these
parameters. We show the [13C ii] and [C ii] lines at 158 µm,
the [O i] line at 63 µm and the HCO+(3–2) line. All lines
were simulated with spatial and spectral resolutions corre-
sponding to the observations in Sec. 3. The line profiles were
calculated for the moment when the radius of the simulated
H ii region reaches 0.15 pc, as in Fig. 9 for S235 A. The val-
ues of Teff (in thousands of K) and ninit (in 103 cm−3) for
the models considered are shown in the top panels with the
[13C ii] pv diagrams. The maximum value of the radial ve-
locity is shown in the panels with the [O i] pv diagrams, to
make comparison of the gas kinematics with the simulations
easier.
Fig. B1 shows that the [13C ii] and the [C ii] line pro-
files become double-peaked in models with Teff = 31000 and
29000 K. These lines are optically thin, and the peak-to-
peak velocity difference corresponds to twice the value of
Vexp. The value of Vexp in these two models is comparable
with the turbulent velocity dispersion, therefore these lines
trace the gas kinematics. The [13C ii] and the [C ii] lines are
optically thin in all four models from Fig. B1. The [O i] line,
as shown above, is a reliable kinematic tracer, as the peak-
to-peak velocity difference corresponds to twice the value of
Vexp in the models with Teff from 25000 to 31000 K. The
HCO+ lines are single-peaked in the four models, but their
full widths at half maximum corresponds to the twice the
value of Vexp.
The systematic effects related to the variations of ninit
are shown in Fig. B2. The [13C ii] and the [C ii] lines show
double-peak structure or have extended wings, which arise
due to expansion, if the gas density is not too high and Vexp
is comparable to or exceeds the turbulent velocity disper-
sion (models with ninit ≤ 5 × 104 cm−3). We note that while
the value of ninit is varied by a factor of 20 in Fig. B2, the
peak brightness temperature of the [13C ii] and the [C ii] lines
changes only by a factor of about 2, although the decrease
is an order of magnitude for the [O i] line.
APPENDIX C: COLLISIONS WITH
ELECTRONS
For HCO+ the radiative transfer computations considered
only collisions with molecular hydrogen, based on the colli-
sion rates given in the LAMDA data base (Scho¨ier et al.
2005). However, Goldsmith & Kauffmann (2017) showed
that the excitation by collision with electrons can be im-
portant. Unfortunately, collision rates are only available for
transitions with J ≤ 2 (Faure & Tennyson 2001) but a so-
lution of the excitation problem for the J = 3 − 2 transition
needs to include collisional excitations for the levels well
above J = 3. For a rough estimate of the effect of collisions
with electrons on the excitation of the HCO+ (3aˆA˘S¸2) emis-
sion, we can however exploit that the rates for transitions
among neighbouring levels have only a relatively weak de-
pendence on J and the kinertic gas temperature. Faure &
Tennyson (2001) and Goldsmith & Kauffmann (2017) note
that the collision cross sections scale with the effective dipole
moment of the transition, so that we can extrapolate the
given numbers to J = 3 − 2 and obtain coefficients of 16.4,
11.6, 8.4 , 6.1, and 5.4 in units of 106 cm3s−1 at 10, 20, 40, 80
and 100 K, respectively. Therefore, electrons are about 20000
times as efficient in the collisional excitation as H2 (25000 for
20 K, 15000 for 100 K). The number density of HCO+ has
two peaks in the model (see Fig. 8). Collisions with H2 al-
ways dominate in the position of the second peak, while the
first peak appears in the thin layer near the ionization front,
where electrons are less abundant than H2 only by a factor
3000, so that their collisions will dominate. To simulate their
contribution, we added an electron density increased by the
factor 20000 to the H2 density, and recomputed the SimLine
models with the H2 collision rates as before.
To understand the impact of the additional collisions on
the excitation of the J = 3 − 2 line we show in Fig. C1 the
specific emissivity (per molecule) and the excitation temper-
ature for the four lowest levels (J ≤ 4) of HCO+ computed
at a gas kinetic temperature of 200 K, and assuming H2 as
the only collision partner. The H2 density at the first peak is
around 104 cm−3 falling into the subthermal, optically thin
regime with a linear increase of the emissivity with density
an excitation temperatures well below the kinetic tempera-
ture. Increasing the density – or equivalently adding more
collision partners – can bring us into the maser regime with
Tex < 0, seen as a gap in the Tex plots. However, when con-
sidering the emission per molecule, even in that regime, the
increase is always at most linear with density, usually sub-
linear. At very high densities we even see a negative effect.
Consequently, we expect that the contribution from colli-
sions with electrons can enhace the emission of the J = 3− 2
line by a factor of at most about 20000/3000 ≈ 7.
The SimLine runs actually show that collisions with
electrons increase the intensity of the HCO+(32) peak by
MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2019)
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Figure B1. Simulated pv diagrams in the model with initial gas number density ninit = 5 × 104 cm−3 and Teff = 31000, 29000, 27000 and
25000 K. The model age is 36000, 41000, 60000 and 82000 years, respectively. The HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams are shown by white contours
on the top of the [C ii] pv diagrams. The contours are given every 14% from the normalized HCO+(3–2) peak.
a factor of two in S235 A. In S235 C, the additional exci-
tation by electrons increases the HCO+(32) intensity by a
factor of five. This is still about 10 and 100 times smaller
than the values observed in S235A and S235C, respectively.
We note that the new SimLine calculation is probably rather
an upper limit, because for higher J transitions the H2 colli-
sional rates increase somewhat faster than the electron rates
so that the factor 20000 based on the 3 − 2 transition is
on the high side when considering the full cascade of tran-
sitions including higher levels. We therefore conclude that
collisions with electrons do not resolve the problem with the
low HCO+(32) emission in the model.
APPENDIX D: ALTERNATIVE INITIAL
ABUNDANCES
In this section, we present an alternative model for the
S235 C PDR with higher elemental carbon abundance, taken
from the ’ISM’ set of CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013). The
carbon abundance relative to hydrogen is x(C) = 2.51 · 10−4;
the oxygen abundance is x(O) = 5.01 · 10−4. These values are
about two times higher than those we use in our calcula-
tions (see Table 5) and are similar to the abundances from
Schneider et al. (2018). The general appearance of the phys-
ical and chemical structure of the PDR looks similar to the
view in Fig. 8, therefore, we only present pv diagrams for
the [13C ii], [C ii] and [O i] lines. The main qualitative dif-
ference between our basic model for S235 C and the model
with enhanced carbon abundance is the appearance of the
double-peaked [C ii] line profile in the latter. The profile of
the [13C ii] line remains single-peaked. The [O i] line profile
is double-peaked, as in the basic model. Unfortunately, in
the model with enhanced carbon abundance, we could not
obtain the double-peaked [C ii] line in the S235 A PDR, due
to insufficient depth of the C+-layer in the model. The H ii
regions are situated in the same molecular cloud at a dis-
tance of about 1 pc from each other. Therefore, we assume
the same elemental abundances in each of them. As we could
not obtain the double-peaked [C ii] line in S235 A using the
’ISM’ abundances, we present the model with the ’high met-
als’ elemental abundances (Wakelam & Herbst 2008), which
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Figure B2. Simulated pv diagrams in the model with Teff = 29000 and initial gas number density ninit = 105, 5 × 104, 104, 5 × 103 cm−3.
The model age is 59000, 41000, 19000 and 13000 years, respectively. The HCO+(3–2) pv diagrams are shown by white contours on the
top of the [C ii] pv diagrams. The contours are given every 14% from the normalized HCO+(3–2) peak.
are considered more conservative according to measurements
by Sofia et al. (2004).
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
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Figure C1. Top: specific emissivity per column of HCO+
molecules for transitions with J ≤ 4. Bottom: Tex value for the
same transitions.
Figure D1. Simulated pv diagrams in the model with elemental
abundances taken from the ’ISM’ set form CLOUDY.
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